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Abstract 
Category management according to Dupre-Gruen (2004) links, while using low cost and differentiation to defend market 
position. The main motivation why we apply category management in retail trade (i.e. in a stone or electronic shop) is primarily 
profit maximization. For all stakeholders - producers, traders and consumers presents a number of benefits, even if that requires 
long-term planning and the results are visible only after a delay. The aim of this paper is an examination of the benefits of 
stakeholders, generalization of research findings category management in e-commerce and submission new categories that will 
increase the profitability of this business.  
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1. Introduction 
Traders try to understand the customer and improve access to them by applying effective methods to help 
respond to changing conditions and current trends. They also create appropriate categories and purposefully deploy 
goods to succeed in a competitive market environment. Significantly changes moderate also behaviour of the 
consumer. These new conditions demand an increase of the proficiency of corporate management. We see how 
retailers apply a range of modern methods based on cooperation entities sphere of trade, brokering intermediaries 
and manufacturers. The purpose of this cooperation is to increase efficiency, reduce overall costs and better 
customer care. Category management is according Hesková (2006) management system that can be applied as a way 
of managing the customer-oriented enterprises. The goal of category management is to optimize marketing and sales 
force of operators depending on a trading portfolio of products. Is one of the modern methods in marketing 
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management? Category management is most often used in retail. Category management is a way of Business 
Administration focus on product group that is defined as a product category. Objective of category management is to 
improve seller operating results and his associated partners, including manufacturers and distributors. The purpose 
of category management is to increase profit and satisfy customer needs. The basic starting point is the management 
of consumer buying behaviour. Customers define category names based on creating their shopping list, which can 
consists of notes (e.g. “Buy milk”, “do not forget the bread”). These notes are very important. According Dudinská, 
Špavelko (2005) category management is a tool for managing categories as a separate business unit to meet 
customer needs and increase profits. Layers (1995) perceives category management as a process in which 
manufacturers and retailers achieve more profit on the basis of mutually beneficial cooperation to increase turnover 
category adapting to the needs of consumers, while reducing costs through efficient management cost structures. 
Hesková (2006) defines the principles determining strategy (i.e. strategy should answer role category; strategy is 
based on performance indicators and targets category; determine strategies according to the characteristics of 
products). 
2. The current state of the solved problems 
Category management consists of classic activities of the enterprise such are: marketing, planning, buying, 
merchandising and sales. These operations serve to attain the objective of managing the network vendor and 
supplier and product categories as strategic business units to create a range of appropriate structure that will best suit 
the customer and will increase profits. Category management has developed gradually with increasing cooperation 
manufacturers and suppliers. The main reason is particularly sophisticated meet customer needs. 
 
2.1. Category management in the enterprise 
 
The first step of the whole process is to define the category, thus determining the products that will be included in 
that category and will form its structure. The products are not only exposed to the merchandise sales area. Have an 
important strategic role as a category or a part thereof. According Csikósová, Antošová, & Čulková, (2014) obtained 
information about consumer buying decisions are mainly traders to optimize the deployment of categories in the 
selling area, which in our case is the web page itself. Suppliers may use the data for recommendations on 
merchandising, but also in determining the pricing policy, innovation, efficiency promotions and the like. Category 
is strategic management product group. Products are categorized according to the phasing-purchasing behaviour and 
customer needs. According Stašniaková (2011), each such defined category is then controlled on the basis of her 
specially formulated strategy. Hesková (2006) is based on the assumption that the actual determination of the 
category meets the following issues: 
x Defining customer needs. 
x Which similar products can satisfy customer needs? 
x Which products the customer perceives as substitution? 
x Which products the customer sees as complementary to each other? 
x What perception of the business as complementary to each other? 
x It is possible to obtain information about products available resources and the information is measurable? 
x It is possible to drive category? 
x Definition of individual products that make up the category. 
We undertake research that identifies the customer and reveals his/her attitude to the product. We find out which 
products customer deemed to be complements or substitutes to the product and to satisfy its needs. We decide 
subsequently which products in the assortment we manage together despite the fact that individual products remain 
separate items. Next, we verify that the products that are included in the category are measurable and easy to 
operate. The result of the process of defining the category is a list of business units or range of product groups, 
which are part of a list of categories and products that are not part of it. Hesková (2006) states that the structure of 
the arrangement category subcategories assortment departments and product groups. 
Categories and subcategories in the examined e-shop are formed on the basis of similarity of products (e.g. 
fitting within a category for massage products which have a common way of using - massage tables, massage chairs, 
massage apparatus). We also distinguished assortment of trade unions and the range of (breakdown of categories 
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according to the main areas of application). The structure of categories is based on the creating individual elements 
of the consumer decision-making process in a given range. According (Csikósová, Antošová, & Čulková, 2012) role 
of category is important for identifying the importance of the category in terms of the seller. Category role provides 
meaning and importance of each category in the business process and the allocation of resources among the various 
categories. Retailers use different roles depending on the customers who want to attract. Role category sets the rules 
for allocation of resources to the production of merchant inventories, product placement, promotion, advertising 
expenses and the like. 
To evaluate the categories we have to know the power of categorization and evaluation from the perspective of 
the customer, market, trader, and supplier. According Vergne, Wry, Tyler (2014) the evaluation process includes 
analysis of opportunities, range, price, promotion, placement and supply range. The aim is to identify the causes of 
the difference between the current and expected state. Outputs can be presented by statistical data, diagrams, charts 
and diagrams. Performance measurement category is a stage in which quantify market opportunities identified 
during the evaluation categories. Measuring marketing performance is actually a strategic division of tasks trader 
and supplier to be taken to achieve the management plan categories. It is a summary of observations and analyzes 
that help develop targets for categories based on consumer shopping habits.  
Category strategy is determining how to organize, lead and manage the business based on strategic business units 
based on categories. An important part of the role is to link categories with individual objectives on the part of the 
trader categories and also on the part of its partners - suppliers (manufacturers). The effort of the partners is to 
develop a strategy under which it can maximize the potential of the category, supported by optimal allocation of 
resources into tools that help development strategy. The purpose is to increase sales in each category, to differentiate 
them from the competition, streamline the purchase of goods, and organize distribution, promotion and sales 
promotions. According to Dupre-Gruen (2004) category management links while using low cost and differentiation 
to defend market position. 
 
2.2. Determination strategies according to the characteristics of the products  
 
The process of determining the strategy is completed by creating “the statogram”, which shows the category 
selected mix of strategies and identification of specific items for which the proposed strategy applied. The last step 
is to verify that the chosen strategy will yield the expected benefits set out in the business plan targets categories. 
This is done by analyzing the financial implications of the chosen strategy. Tactics are specific categories of actions 
to be taken to achieve the strategy chosen category. In determining tactics are evaluated areas: assortment, price, 
promotion and presentation of goods. 
 
2.3. The benefits of category management 
 
The main motivation for the application of category management in retail is primarily profit maximization. 
Based on studies of Best Practices Report (1998) are some of its advantages:  
For manufacturers: 
x Identify new opportunities for the introduction of new products,  
x Reveal the strengths and weaknesses of competitors in each category,  
x Eliminate inefficiencies in the supply process by accelerating turnover and reducing inventory,  
x Cooperation with business partners and sharing the necessary data.  
For traders: 
x Improving merchandising, sales promotion goods relative to the target market, 
x Differentiation from the competition in terms of addressing the other categories, 
x Monitor shopping behavior and research customer needs,  
x Adapt the range in the depth and length of customer  
x Increasing sales and profits, or maintain. increase market share,  
x Better allocation of resources according to strategic significance,  
x More suitable basis for important tactical decisions in the areas of pricing, placement and promotion of goods,  
x More efficient use of data about customers and the market that it would improve the assessment, monitoring and 
control of business performance.  
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For customers:  
x Better satisfy their needs,  
x Increased satisfaction and loyalty. 
 
2.4. Ecommerce and implementation of category management in it  
 
Electronic commerce is a new way of selling, which facilitates the buying and makes it more comfortable. Even 
with this method of shopping are applicable principles of category management for the purpose of attracting and 
retaining customers and achieving profitability. Since stone retailing differs mainly in that the customer buys in a 
virtual environment. Website is itself a sales area, which is displayed on the monitor customer communications 
equipment. 
Movement from one category to another is performed using active icons. Electronic stores sometimes placed 
products into several, often disparate groups or in a large number of categories that confuse the customer when 
viewing. Online category management requires a logical and rational scheme of product placements. The advantage 
is the possibility of placing the goods in several categories simultaneously, which in our store cannot be required in 
terms of sales area. Customer within a category may collect products for example by price, color, size products. 
Offered goods while not physically grab, therefore traders appear on the web site images and video clips from 
different angles. The actual implementation of category management in e-commerce means the trader facilitates 
access to the necessary data, measurement and evaluation of performance. At the same time requires a lot of effort 
and linking data sources, allowing suppliers access to track inventory, service levels and product information. 
 
3. Article goals 
 
This paper aims to assess the application of management categories in electronic retailing products for masseurs 
and propose a new arrangement of categories in order to increase profits. Studied electronic commerce can create 
your own web site, through which informs about products. Our goal is to design use this seat to communicate 
effectively with suppliers and customers, as well as their own sales. 
  
4. Methodology 
 
In the knowledge part we present the views on the category management and the benefits to trading using the 
methods of induction and deduction. During the examination of the external and internal situation, we used the 
analysis and synthesis in particular, to assess the success of e-commerce activities. In the design section, we used the 
method of comparison of the available documents and data and partial part of financial analysis. To summarize the 
lessons learned we used synthesis. On the basis of the induction, we formulated the research results. Proposed 
solutions for enhancing trade we were transferred to the store owner. This was particularly the results of the 
analysis, and tables showing marketability of products, the different categories. Reached values before and after 
implementation of the proposed solutions have confirmed the correctness of the new categorization. The aim of this 
work is to analyze the situation in the selected company to design product categories, which would increase the 
profitability of the company. We used methods of marketing research to obtain information about customers, 
markets and competition. 
 
5. Findings 
 
Ecommerce is a company that operates on the Slovak market since 2009. It products massage tables, machines, 
aid and supplementary means. It also has been producing and selling quality equipment for masseurs and 
physiotherapists. It manufactures its own products under the brand Lipt. Since 2011 also operates on its own e-
commerce portal for convenient shopping with express shipping. The offer includes massage products for the 
operation of massage parlors, but also various types of massage and rehabilitation aids needed for specific types of 
massage. On its website offers the possibility to verify availability and inventory. 
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5.1. The current distribution of categories  
 
Products are on the website of the trade divided into different categories to allow the customer quick reference 
and easy shopping. The current division comprises 26 categories, which are further divided into one to five 
subcategories. In the individual subcategories are displayed the products themselves and with the abbreviated 
description. For specific product there is the choice of the other alternatives (e. g choice of colour and additional 
equipment) such as for massage tables. Similar situation is with the chairs. Previous division is brought trader 
satisfactory profit, but the customer did not allow itself to become familiar with the entire range in a short time.  
 
5.2. Merchantability during the initial categorization  
 
Based on available information, we evaluated the period from October 2013 to January 2014 Profit in each month 
is shown in Table 1. We extracted information from the Commerce information system used by an owner to record 
the costs incurred individual business cases. We focused only on data related to the sales of the selling unit of 
Commerce. During the reporting period from October 2013 to January 2014, we examined the sales of individual 
products and categories that are presented in Table 2.   
 
Table 1. Sales of products from October 2013 to January 2014 
 
Product 
October 2013 November 2013 December 2013 January 2014 
Share Profit Share Profit Share Profit Share Profit 
Massage table Lipt D-05   46.44% 4716.17 € 51.81% 3146.64 € 37.28% 2958.30 € 6.51% 436.31 € 
Massage table Lipt D-05V   7.84% 796.10 € 5.28% 320.75 €     
Massage table Lipt H-03     3.79% 300.71 € 6.80% 455.81 € 
Massage table Lipt DT-03       5.93% 397.05 € 
Electric Creeper Lipt E-02 15.12% 1535.46 € 6.04% 366.84 € 23.04% 1827.93 € 6.55% 438.72 € 
Electrical deckchair with 
increased deadweight 
    11.32% 898.01 €   
Satchel for creeper 7.59% 770.66 € 9.96% 605.21 € 4.62% 366.84 € 6.02% 403.50 € 
Digital heater big stones 4.87% 494.88 €   4.84% 383.99 € 4.84% 383.99 € 
Digital heater stones median     3.26% 258.62 € 7.36% 493.17 € 
Vacuum banks     4.12% 326.78 € 7.02% 470.57 € 
Massage chair Lipt Z-02   4.76% 483.80 € 5.28% 320.49 € 3.30% 262.23 € 3.30% 262.23 € 
Disposable sheets 500m   3.77% 382.74 € 4.83% 293.40 €     
Disposable sheets 50ks   4.77% 289.77 €   6,20% 415.65 € 
Disposable sheets 250m   3.78% 229.83 €     
Disposable headrest U 50ks 3.51% 356.39 € 6.30% 382.56 €     
Other 1.34% 136.58 € 1.94% 118.04 € 4.42% 351.03 € 2.39% 160.34 € 
Source: Own processing 
 
In Table 1 and Table 2 we reported sales figures of nine most profitable products, the sale of which was in the 
month. Less sold products in terms of share of total sales in the month we summarize under "Others". The same 
procedure was applied during the examination categories.  Just for an example we may follow the top line within the 
products. Massage table Lipt D-05 was from October to December 2013 the most profitable product, only in January 
2014 to 0.3% before him placed massage table Lipt H-03. Business unit in January 2014 the company sold 37 units 
at a profit 3028.67 €, which represented 45.21% share in the profits. In the "Other" were the most frequently sold 
products (e.g. DVDs, massage aids), the sale of which brought a profit of 160.34 €, accounted for 2.39% share of the 
profits.  
Based on data from Table 1. it can be argued that within the periods almost the same products are selling (e.g. 
"Massage table Lipt D-05", "Electric creeper Lipt E-02, a massage chair Lipt Z-02 ...). Based on these data, we 
argue that these are just the most profitable products. Store but also offers such products, in the period under review 
accounted low profit share from 0.01 to 0.06% (e.g. fit balls, massage sponge, massage beads, body candles ...). 
Analysis of the sales categories for January 2014, we found that even in the marketability of the categories was 
the most profitable item category "Massage tables - folding". Was sold a total of 67 pieces, which brought profit to 
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4426.43 € (37.18% share of the profits). We observed the lowest profit per category (e.g. "Rehabilitation aids, 
massage emulsions, ear / body candles), which participated in the profit volume 1095.62 €. 
 
Table 2 Sales categories from October 2013 to January 2014 
 
Category 
October 213 November 2013 December 2013 January 2014 
Share Profit Share Profit Share Profit Share Profit 
Massage table - folding  42.08% 5967.80 € 40.89% 3980.28 € 29.91% 3734.61 € 37.18 % 4426.43€ 
Lava stones and heaters 11.50% 1631.36 € 6.50% 632.45 10.83% 1355.61 € 11.09% 1320.92€ 
Massage table - electric 10.83% 1535.46 € 3.77% 366.84 € 21.78% 2725.94 € 3.68% 438.72€ 
Sheets / Towels - 
Disposable sheets 
7.30% 1034.84 € 9.10% 885.89 € 7.95% 995.27 € 11.54% 1373.85€ 
Massage tables – 
accessories 
6.81% 965.81 € 8.06% 784.71 € 5,41% 677.18 € 6.65% 791.88€ 
Massage chairs 5.11% 724.34 € 5.06% 492.23 € 3.96% 496.29 € 5.03% 599.30€ 
Sheets / Towels - 
Disposable pillows 
3.73% 528.48 € 6.50% 632.45 € 3.63% 454.94 € 5.10% 606.60€ 
Sheets / Towels - Massage 
/ sauna sheets 
    2.74% 343.14 € 3.15% 374.81€ 
Sheets / Towels - Towels / 
Towels 
    2.00% 250.17 €   
Bank for cupping 2.86% 405.06 € 3.50% 341.00 € 3.55% 444.93 € 5.07% 604.13€ 
Massage oil 1.69% 239.04 € 2.08% 202.25 €     
The screens 1.61% 228.83 € 1.93% 187.86 €   2.30% 273.35€ 
Other 6.50% 921.66 € 12.62% 1228.62 € 8.24% 1030.86 € 9.20% 1095.62 
Source: own processing 
 
A similar situation occurs also in the marketability of the categories. Of the 26 categories, the largest share of the 
profits accounted categories massage tables, massage chairs, lava stone, etc. Categories wellness accessories, 
posters, books, rehabilitation aids did not produce the expected result. Based on these findings, we propose solutions 
that would ensure higher profitability of products, which are not the focus of sales and increase the profitability of 
individual categories. 
 
5.3. Application category management steps  
 
The basic objective of category management is to increase profits and satisfy customer needs; therefore we 
applied the theoretical knowledge into practice. Proposed solutions, which are outlined below, we offered dealer. He 
received them and implemented in their electronic commerce. The first step of the process is to define the 
categories. As already mentioned above, the electronic commerce has formerly products divided into 26 categories. 
Original categorization of clarity, we reorganized into five categories according to their purpose and sixth category 
contents products on sale in action, as it was published on the website of the trade company.  
In this way we can better manage separate business units. Based on knowledge of consumer behavior, we have 
obtained the information systems, we have designed a better merchandising and web site categories themselves. 
Furthermore, in this paper we deal only category "For Massage". After selecting a category displays 25 thumbnails 
with a picture, in which to make subsequent choice of subcategories. So we get the product offerings. The customer 
needs to create, for example, a massage parlor. Gradual opening of chain arrays uncovers the offer and order 
individual products; it needs to carry out his/her intent. More appropriate merchandising should contribute to the 
fact that the customer will be given increased comfort and visibility purchase offer. Deployment in this category is 
made so that logically followed what the customer needs. If it is decided to set up a massage parlor, soon to be 
decided between the massage table and then the massage aids (e.g. massage oils, equipment, wellness supplements). 
During the previous categorization of the most profitable category was "Massage Tables". We have not 
investigated more deeply, whether it was as a result of the location of the first category in the order or other causes. 
Within the new categorization the products from the former categories massage tables were included belong to the 
newly created category "The Massage". The purpose of new category is to increase the profitability of the category 
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as a separate unit and increasing supply. Change to the previous categories to the subcategories, should lead to the 
visibility of a wider range of promotions. In the initial categorization for the customer it was quite difficult to get the 
product he/she seeks. Customer performed more clicks to get to query the goods. New categorization has brought 
many changes in the form of more efficient navigation easier browsing product portfolio and change the category of 
the types of products in categories according to the usage. The customer product can get on the website in several 
ways:  
a) Direct retrieval through the tree categories. 
b) Selection on the home page e-shop where products are displayed by a decision of the seller. 
c) Direct the follow-up product to another product (e.g. when buying a massage table is the default insertion into 
the shopping cart). 
d) Click on the "Accessories" in the description of the product, where it is shown accessories product. 
e) By suggesting products on the website of each product.  
f) Search feature. 
The above options have also been proposed for the purpose of sales promotion. Into awareness, in the case of 
products selected from menus should get products that are best sellers and at least sold. Effect would be to increase 
the purchase of products without the increased promotion. Sales volumes of the new categorization we present in 
Table 3. and Table 4. 
 
          Table 3. Sales of products in February and March 2014 
 
Product 
February 2014 March 2014 
Share Profit Share Profit 
Massage table Lipt D-05   23.79% 2932.69 € 24.76% 29452.17 € 
Massage table Lipt D-05V   5.52% 680.77 € 15.28% 1800.40 € 
Massage table Lipt H-03 7.65% 942.57 €   
Satchel for creeper 7.31% 901.53 € 5.34% 637.13 € 
Digital heater big stones 5.75% 708.95 € 4.81% 574.01 € 
Digital heater stones median 5.50% 678.02 € 2.94% 350.47 € 
Lava stone Lipt 33   4,23% 504,41 € 
Vacuum banks 7,92% 976,14€ 15,17% 1810,51 € 
Massage chair Lipt Z-02   7,09% 873,77 € 3,91% 466,79 € 
Disposable sheets 50ks 4,76% 586,47 € 2,04% 248,48 € 
Others 24,70% 3044,512 € 21,58% 2576,29 € 
          Source: Own processing 
 
The largest share of the profits 24.48% was formed in February 2014 Sub Massage tables - folding profitably 
3382.76 €. Sold was a total of 82 pieces. Other sub-categories, which accounted share of profits from 0.1 to 1.5%, 
are included in the group “Other”, for which we commonly share calculated on profit and profit. This group includes 
products that were sold in quantities of 1 to 15 pieces. 
 
                       Table 4. Sales of new categories in February and March 2014 
 
Category 
February 2014 March 2014 
Share Profit Share Profit 
For Massage 72.07% 13816.18 € 81.85% 15590.69 € 
Wellness treatments 2.55% 488.38 € 0.80% 152.14 € 
Books, DVDs, posters 0.13% 25,44 € 2.42% 461.44 € 
Saunas and whirlpools 16.61% 3184.98 € 11,67% 2222.90 € 
Sales (shares) 7.01% 1344.74 € 2.27% 431.45 € 
Promotion (New products) 1.62% 310.44 € 0.99% 187.47 € 
                       Source: own processing  
 
In March 2014, the situation is repeated from the previous month and the most profitable product was a massage 
table Lipt D-05. There were 29 units sold, representing 24.67% of the earnings and profits of 2945.17 €.   
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           Table 5. Sales subcategory "Folding massage tables" from category "For massage" during February and March 2014 
 
Product 
February 2014 March 2014 
Share Profit Share Profit 
Folding massage tables 24.48% 3382.76 € 22.73% 3544.23 € 
Lava stones and heaters 13.00% 1795.69 € 17.73% 2764.98 € 
Sheets / Towels - Disposable sheets 9,24% 1276.94 € 10.76% 1676.96 € 
Partition walls 7,25% 1001,09 € 6.40% 997,49 € 
Massage chairs 6.73% 929.76 € 4.45% 694.27 € 
Massage tables – accessories 6,45% 891.74 € 5.39% 839.68 € 
Sails / Towels - Disposable pillows 5.96% 823.40 € 5.07% 789.77 € 
Bank for cupping 5,90% 814.86 € 12.31% 1918.74 € 
Kinesiology tape 1.68% 231.98 €   
Other 19.31% 2668.46 € 11,70% 1823.92 € 
           Source: own processing  
 
According to individual subcategories in March 2014 was again the best-selling sub-category ”Folding massage 
tables", which with profit 22.73% gain brought  3544.23 €. In Table. 5 we present the results of observations from 
October 2013 to March 2014, since the trader accepted our proposals and brought them into practice until February 
2014. 
 
Table 6. Dealer's margin for the period October 2013 - March 2014 
 
Month  Number of 
pieces 
Cost Sales excluding VAT Sales with VAT Margin 
March 2014 2543 11641,07 € 22259,18 € 24039,91 € 9556,30 € 
February 2014  2315 9934,84 € 19331,87 € 21454,16 € 9397,03 € 
January 2014  1942 8593,16 € 17513,43 € 19080,94 € 8920,27 € 
December 2013  1488 7619,04 € 14887,50 € 16375,21 € 7268,46 € 
November 2013 1671 11012,69 € 19954,22 € 22156,52 € 8941,53 € 
October 2013 1456 9230,06 € 18119,81 € 19643,48 € 8889,75 € 
Source: own processing  
 
We learned from data in Table 6. that the change categories brought the expected result, which shows an 
increased number of units sold products and the growing margin. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
Category management is a proven opportunity in the field of modern management methods, which is long 
lasting. It includes not only the work of traders and their cooperation with suppliers and manufacturers, which leads 
to the achievement of effective results and providing added value. It is used in retail, whether in stone store or e-
commerce. In electronic commerce, we analyzed and evaluated the distribution of categories and merchandising 
itself to a Web site that is a sales area of the business. We have uncovered deficiencies that complicate the purchase 
and places where you can improve. We have proposed a new categorization. We submit this dealer proposed. This 
allowed us to verify in practice whether the proposals categorization effectively. By implementing these solutions, 
we proved that the application of category management is beneficial. Vendor management system used categories. 
This system was confusing and difficult customers surveyed in which the product categories to find. Proposed 
solutions brought simplifying the search. 
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